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Estimate at Completion (EAC)
 The Estimate At Completion (EAC) is an estimation of the
total costs required to fulfill contract requirements at the
completion of the contract. An EAC is calculated by taking
cumulative to-date actual costs and adding the forecasted
costs of remaining, authorized work.
 The goals of an EAC include the following:
–
–
–
–

Early identification of contract cost-performance issues
Identification and assessment of contract risks and opportunities
Documentation of contract risk mitigation and opportunity realization plans
Timely consideration of contract risks and opportunities in booking rates for
revenue recognition
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Estimate at Completion (EAC)

EAC
=
Actuals(cum to date)
+
ETC(Estimate To Completion)

Accurate EAC relies on ETC estimation
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Variance at Completion (VAC)
 BAC (Budget at Completion) is the budget for the program at
program completion
 VAC (Variance at Completion) = BAC - EAC
– If VAC > 0  possible underrun (Opportunity)
– If VAC < 0  possible overrun (Risk)
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Example
 A major program has a product that has four major
subassemblies that have to be manufactured and get
combined to create the final product.
 For this example, we have a hypothetical product “LOGO”
that is made up of the 4 subassemblies (‘j’, ‘m’, ‘p’ and the
dot over the ‘j’). We will use a very simplified (unrealistic)
example where EAC is only based on manufacturing hours.
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Calculation of ETC
 To date we have completed 50 LOGO units. There are 30 more to
complete by the end of the contract.
 The Actuals(cum to date) for the 50 completed LOGO units is
$393,764.
 Raw data for each of the four subassemblies of the 50 completed
units is collected. The average hours for each subassembly are:
j
m
p
dot
108.58 12.61 35.83 0.48
hours hours hours hours

 Therefore, the average hours to build a LOGO unit is 157.50 hours
(sum of four subassemblies averages).
 Assuming the labor rate is $50/hour the cost to complete the
remaining 30 units can be estimated by:
ETC=157.50 hours/unit * $50/hour *30 units = $236,258.
 EAC = Actuals(cum to date) + ETC
= $393,764+$236,258 = $630,022
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Calculation of ETC
 The Budget at Completion (BAC) is $600K.
 Variance at Completion:
VAC = BAC – EAC
= $600,000 - $630,022 = ($30,022)
p

LOGO program has potential overrun of $30,022
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Risk in ETC Estimate
 Basing ETC on Avg hours/unit does not include risk since it
does not include any variability in the hours on each
subassembly.
 Avg hours/unit is could be overestimating or underestimating
ETC.
 To account for variability, a Monte Carlo Simulation can be
used.
– Determine probability of overrunning/underrunning
– Determine range of overrun or underrun
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Monte Carlo Simulation
• Monte Carlo Simulation is a technique that takes into
account the uncertainty/variability in the inputs to make an
estimate of the output(s). Instead of taking on a single value,
the output will take on a range of values.
Inputs

‘j’

‘dot’

Monte Carlo
Simulation

X

‘m’
‘p’

Output(s)

X

X

X

Random draws from
input distributions to
get output
distribution(s)

‘Total Hours’
X
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JMP Demo
 The following pages are steps to complete a Monte Carlo
simulation in JMP.
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Monte Carlo Steps
1. Collect historical data on inputs. 50 of each of the four
subassemblies was made and the hours to complete each
subassembly was collected.
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
2. Fit distributions to historical subassembly data from four
subassemblies (Analyze, Distribution)
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)


Add distribution fit to histograms (red down arrow, Continuous Fit, All)




Smallest AICc is gives the “Best Fit” distribution.
Use Goodness-of-Fit Test to test the quality of the “Best Fit” distribution. (p-values < 0.05 =>
distribution does not fit the data)
Use simplest distribution from those that fit. For example for subassembly ‘p’ the Johnson SI has
the lowest AICc but it is very close to the LogNormal. Since the LogNormal is a simpler
distribution use it.
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
3. Use distributions found in Step 2 to create new data set of
with random draws from the distributions for the four
subassemblies


Create columns (j,m,p,dot) with formulas based on distributions from Step 2
− Random Normal(mu, sigma)
− Random Lognormal(mu, sigma)
(From Step 1)
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
4. Create column “Total Hours”= j+m+p+dot

5. Add 10,000 rows (Rows, Add Rows)
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
6. Analyze “Total Hours” column



Create histogram and fit distribution of “Total Hours”
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
7. Remaining 30 units should follow a similar distribution in
the Total Hours to build each unit. To estimate the ETC for
the 30 units run another Monte Carlo simulation that takes
random draws of size 30 from the Total Hours distribution.
a. Create 1 column with
fitted “Total Hrs”
distribution from Step 6

b. Add 1000 columns as a
group. (Columns, Add
Multiple Columns)

e. Add 30 rows (Rows, Add
Rows)

c. Copy formula from
Column 1 (right mouse,
Copy Column Properties)

d. Paste formula to 1000
group columns (select
grouped columns, right
mouse, Paste Column
Properties)
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
8. To get an estimate of ETC need to sum each column to get
total hours for all 30 units. Then save as a data table and
transpose the data table.
a. Sum each column
(Analyze, Tabulate)

b. Results from Tabulate. Need to make into data table and transform to one column.

e. Resulting data table
c. Make into data table

d. Transpose data table
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
9. Create a new column for Total Cost for 30 units by
multiplying by $50/hour and add “Spec Limit” based on
ETC needed to meet BAC. (assume EAC=BAC).


ETC = EAC-Actuals(cum to date) = $600,000 - $393,764 = $206,236

a. Create new column
“Total $ for 30 units”

b. Add “Spec” limit

c. Resulting data set
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Monte Carlo Steps (cont.)
10. Analyze resulting column “Total $ for 30 units”

• LOGO program has >98% chance of overrunning BAC
• Based on Avg hours, we had potential for $30,022
overrun. Now know more exact overrun. 80% of the
time the overrun will be less than $42,136 (80%
percentile – BAC left=$248,372-$206,236)
Monte Carlo Simulation gives an estimate of Risk of
overrun or Opportunity of underrun
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Summary
 Accurate financial predictions of Estimate at Completion
(EAC) is vital to Raytheon
 Performing Monte Carlo simulations provides a way to add
calculated risk/opportunity to the EAC predictions.
– Determine probability of overrunning/underrunning
– Determine range of overrun or underrun

 Monte Carlo simulations have many uses. Can also been
used for:
– Cost estimates
– Proposal cycle time
– Engineering tolerance stack up

 JMP provides an easy way to perform Monte Carlo
simulations
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